
Reading the text of this month's column, I doubt you realize that
something radical is afoot (at least for me), but it is. This
column is not being written with my usual Microsoft Word

this month, but rather with the free OpenOffice suite.
I doubt this matters to you, the reader, because in the end it all looks

the same in print.
Yet for me, writing using OpenOffice has been transformative. Despite

some annoyance with unexpected results from my habitual Word key-
board commands, I became immediately comfortable with OpenOffice.
I've found I can accomplish just about every productivity task I need
using it, and I’m willing to bet that most other users could as well.

Why is this big news? Because alternatives matter, and even though
MS office has evolved into a good product, no software is truly one-
size-fits-all. Microsoft may rule the roost in Office software, but
anybody who uses the MS Office suite knows the frustrations: heavy
hardware requirements, obscure procedures to do common tasks, cost,
and security issues.

Microsoft office controls upwards of 90% of the office application
market, and that shows few signs of abating in spite of many assaults
on the MS bastion by everybody from IBM to Novell to Sun. Since the
glory days of WordPerfect in the mid 90's, there has been no real chal-
lenger to MS Office.

I was a fan of WordPerfect (which remains a potent application with
dedicated fans—see sidebar). However, like everybody else I have used
Office for years now, because of its ubiquity and the fact that it is “good
enough.” In fact, for about nine years I've had versions of MS Office on
various Macs and PC's, and it has generally met my needs.

Yet I've always had the nagging sense that MS Office makes too
many small tasks too complicated. My usual complaint is that it “thinks
too much” for me, correcting and styling sentences and cells incessant-
ly, and when I go hunting for settings to stop this behavior I fall into an
abyss of checkboxes and tabs I fear I will never escape.

I can sum up the problem with MS Office with a brief sentence: Why
do I need four books of some 1000 pages each as reference materials
for Office when all I want to do is create a chart or spreadsheet, or write
an article?

Many users complain that it is slow, overly complex, and takes up
too much screen space. It is also, to some degree “putterware”—meaning
software that has so many user-interface tweaks that one spends more
time setting options and preferences than actually working.

Yet, to be fair, Microsoft controls the market at least in part because
it offers something for every possible need for every possible user.
While overly ambitious, MS Office really is a pretty good product. It is
powerful, sophisticated, and relatively stable.

So why replace it? The most obvious answer is price. In corporate
settings, deploying OpenOffice (or it's proprietary brother StarOffice)
can save hundreds of dollars per workstation in licensing fees. For
home users, the savings can be considerable for those that simply don’t
need the elaborate capabilities of the full MS Office Suite.

Another good reason to dump MS Office is resource usage. Though
not much of an issue on newer systems, for older systems it may be
impossible to run MS Office. By contrast, OpenOffice requires a mere
64MB of ram and 200MB of disk space. That is truly modest compared
to Office 2003, which tips the scales at about double those require-
ments (depending on Office flavor, i.e. Professional or Standard).

Moreover, OpenOffice runs quite well on a first generation Pentium.
With OpenOffice and one of the slimmer Linux distros, an older laptop
can be resurrected as a fast and useful machine. The only caveat is that
you do need Java to enjoy all of OpenOffice's features. Although you
can install without Java, the space and processor requirements of Java
should be figured into your system's overall capabilities if you want all
of OpenOffice's features.

True multiplatform capabilities are also an OpenOffice strength. It is
a terrific alternative for Mac OSX, and runs beautifully on that platform.

So how did OpenOffice come about? It is a byproduct of Sun
Microsystem's attempt to penetrate the Office Suite world with their
office suite called StarOffice. In 2000, Sun released the source to
StarOffice in a much publicized move that was a bellwether of the open-
source movement. Like most such heady events of that time, not all that
could be hoped for came to be, but Sun did perform a noble act by open-
ing StarOffice despite the risks. What was an atmosphere of friendly
competition has reportedly devolved into a slightly chillier relationship
between the Open Source community and Sun, but there is surely room
for both if they both continue to turn out such terrific products.

On that note, you would do well to examine StarOffice as an alternative
to the MS Office suite if you are responsible for deployment of Office
applications in an enterprise setting. You would also be in good company,
as major government and educational deployments have occurred in China
and India. The alternatives of StarOffice and OpenOffice have proven very
popular in these countries, and when you consider the potential number of
users in those markets, it is an unsettling omen for Microsoft.

For this article, I tested both the Linux and the Windows versions of
OpenOffice; there is no significant difference between them. Chances are
if you use Linux, you already know OpenOffice as it is one of the rela-
tively few options available for an Office suite and is often included with
Linux distros. If you have it installed but have not tried it as your regular
office suite, you are missing out. However, this article is aimed at the
Windows user who may not be familiar with an alternative to MS Office.
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OpenOffice consists of Writer, the word-processing component;
Calc, the spreadsheet application; Impress, the PowerPoint replace-
ment; Draw, a solid but modest graphics app; a mathematical formula
editing component, a strong HTML editor, and some database and
macro tools.

Writer is the strongest and most developed tool of the bunch. I truly
found no significant feature lacking for drafting, reviewing, or editing
documents. I initially suspected that Writer would be inferior to Word
in handling very long documents—tasks such as indexing, managing
bibliographies and other complex drudgery of editing and writing.

I was wrong, and I would even argue that Writer is superior to Word
in that regard. It is greatly superior to Word in its footnote capabilities
and the precision it offers in page-layout and composition.

Calc is the Excel replacement, and I found it also to be professional
grade. It does have some annoyances, primarily some fussiness about
date formatting and text justification in cell-formatting. However, over-
all I could find no significant data-crunching capability lacking. One
aspect where Calc truly shines is its natural-language formula struc-
ture; for example, a calculation can use the phrase “sales – [minus]
costs”, as long as you have established the reference cells. Calc also
does a great job of connecting to external databases, and there is much
more to it than can be covered here. Suffice it to say Calc is a powerful
tool and well worth trying.

Rounding out the OpenOffice suite is the presentation tool Impress.
Was I impressed? Well, I'm not exactly a fan of PowerPoint nor all the evil
ways that presentation tools can induce agony in audiences, but Impress
certainly does most of what PowerPoint can, and offers some nice 3D
charting and slideshow effects, as well as the ability to export to flash (a
great feature). It is arguably the weakest tool of the suite, but is certainly
capable of meeting most common presentation requirements.

Finally, there is a humdrum but effective HTML editor with solid
WYSIWYG chops and convenient HTML code color highlighting and
tabling features. It is certainly a journeyman product, but I can’t get too
excited about it. The same can be said for Draw, which is resounding-
ly adequate, if uninspired.

What about MS Office compatibility? OpenOffice would be just
another office application if it weren't for its excellent import/export
features. Previous versions of OpenOffice struggled with some MS
Office file conversion problems, but with the current version I encoun-
tered no problem whatsoever opening and editing MS Office files,
including files created with previous versions of MS Office.
OpenOffice files saved as MS Office-compatible posed no issues either
except for the occasional font formatting glitch (such as a bolded word
that saved as regular text).

The OpenOffice file format is actually a ZIP file that contains a set
of XML and other support files—a bundle known as the OpenOffice

package format. One of the promises of the OpenOffice manifesto is a
wide-open format that will never be orphaned, or rather will be open
enough that it will always be accessible even if OpenOffice goes away.

Even in native, unzipped format OpenOffice files are typically about
half the size of MS Office's, another boon if you are looking to resur-
rect an older PC.

Truly outstanding features of the entire suite include the ability to
export to PDF without Adobe Acrobat software. Love it or hate it, PDF
is the default cross-platform never-fail way to send documents, but until
now you needed the rather expensive Acrobat suite to generate them.
I’m not sure how OpenOffice managed to include this proprietary tech-
nology, but they did. Of course, the export feature lacks the extensive
control and power of the full Acrobat suite, but it does the job.

A similar welcome export option is the SWF (Flash) format, a great
way to painlessly and quickly create widely accessible and compact web
objects. Both PDF and SWF exports work seamlessly and easily from
most components of the suite, and if you are not in need of regular and
constant use of these formats, the export features will cover most any
requirement without the complexity of their parent packages. Another
nice touch is the capability to export to PDA formats without using addi-
tional software, a tool I put to use immediately with my Palm PDA.

One of the significant shortcomings of earlier versions of OpenOffice
was the lack of good scripting and macro support—OpenOffice has
addressed this decisively in version 1.1.3. The old reliable language
BASIC is the foundation of this scripting language, which certainly
makes for easy programming. Of course, because the API's are open,
you can also customize the scripting to your favorite language.

Speaking of language, one of OpenOffice's fortes is its remarkable
support for some 26 languages, including non-roman alphabets and
languages that read right to left and vertically.

What don’t I like? I find some icons puzzling (although tool-tips are
available with a brief mouse hover), and I don’t care for the slightly
obtrusive toolbars in Writer. MS Office offers more extensive interface
customization. Lastly, and I admit this is a truly petty complaint (espe-
cially after lamenting MS Office's interface clutter), OpenOffice's
appearance is simply rather homely.

OpenOffice's help menu features are sufficient, but nowhere near as
advanced and comprehensive as MS Office, and they can be circular in
references to topics. OpenOffice has no Wizards, although to many
users that would be a welcome omission rather than a disappointment.
OpenOffice does have “AutoPilots,” which are modest attempts to sim-
plify common tasks.

OpenOffice has found a permanent place on my PC. Of course, I
won't be deleting MS Office yet—but I've already found myself instinc-
tively choosing OpenOffice over MS Office for its simplicity and grace
in handling daily work tasks. Although I won't promise to give up MS
Office yet, it doesn't seem beyond imagination that with version 2.0 of
OpenOffice, MS Office will be regulated to my “software museum” (a
plastic storage tub) of disused applications. One of the applications in
that tub is WordPerfect for DOS version 5 (on floppies, of course),
dethroned king of the Office application realm. Ironic, isn't it?  

Jim Justen is the NaSPA VP of Shareware. He worked in broadcast engineering
in the early ’80s, and as the “electronics guy,” was assigned to support early
PCs, networks and embedded systems.
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Flash intro to OpenOffice:
http://www.digitaldistribution.com/samples/openofficeintro11en.swf

Comparison of StarOffice and OpenOffice features:
http://wwws.sun.com/software/star/openoffice/docs/SO_Comparison_OOo.pdf

Download OpenOffice
http://www.openoffice.org
(Or visit your NaSPA file libraries)

Diehard WordPerfect users info:
http://www.columbia.edu/~em36/wpdos/


